The Saura radar is designed and used to measure winds and electron densities at polar latitudes (69 • N) within the D region, namely between 50 and 100 km altitude. A relatively narrow radar beam can be generated and steered into distinct pointing directions as a rather large antenna array is used. From the observed radial velocities of the individual pointing directions, the horizontal and vertical wind fields can be obtained using the Doppler beam swinging (DBS) method. With recent upgrades to the radar, the interferometric capabilities are largely improved allowing simultaneous application of different wind estimation techniques now, and also echo localization. In recent studies, Saura DBS winds assuming isotropic scattering were found to be underestimated in comparison with highly reliable winds observed with the MAARSY MST radar in the presence of polar mesospheric summer echoes (PMSE). This underestimation has been investigated by analyzing the scattering positions as well as applying the imaging Doppler interferometry technique. Besides this, Saura winds derived with the classical DBS method seem to be error prone at altitudes above 90 km and even below this altitude for periods of enhanced ionization, e.g., particle precipitations. Various methods taking into account the scattering positions have been used to correct the wind underestimation. These winds are compared to MST radar winds during PMSE, and an optimal combination of these methods for the Saura radar is presented. This combined wind data appears to be reliable; it shows reasonable amplitudes as well as tidal structures for the entire altitude region.
Introduction
MF/HF-Radars 1 operated at frequencies around 3 MHz are the only radar instruments that allow a continuous monitoring of the lowermost part of the ionosphere. Winds observed with such radar systems have hence been used in several studies of the structure and dynamics of this altitude range. MF radar data in general have shown a good agreement in the wind structures to those of other colocated systems like MST and meteor radars. As an example, Hoffmann et al. (2010) combined meteor radar winds with winds obtained by the full correlation analysis (FCA) using the wide-beam MF radar at Andenes and Juliusruh, for polar and middle latitudes respectively. In this study the authors generated hourly wind fields with a coverage from 70 to 100 km altitude to investigate, e.g., wind field climatology, wind variances, wave activities and momentum flux. In respect of this study, it, however, has to be noted that magnitudes of FCA horizontal winds in general are known to be underestimated Reid 1995, 1997) . For the same polar location, another valuable time series also exists for the Saura radar, applying DBS methods. This dataset was used by Placke et al. (2015a, b) to derive the annual cycles of horizontal winds as well as to investigate the interaction of gravity waves momentum flux with the mean flow. For these and other studies, DBS data comprised of radial velocities along the beam pointing direction or the already converted vertical and horizontal winds of the VEL analysis 2 have typically been used.
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Saura DBS hourly wind data have also been recently thoroughly investigated by Wilhelm et al. (2017) , in comparison with winds derived by a colocated specular meteor radar. In particular, below 85 km altitude, the authors found a good correlation between the two independent systems. However, the wind magnitudes of both systems seem to deviate from each other toward their individual altitudinal coverage and the authors suggest the use of correction factors to generate a homogeneous wind field. As a second indicator, comparisons to radar measurements using the MAARSY MST radar (53.5 MHz) observing polar mesospheric summer echoes have shown similar wind structures, but generally larger magnitudes than the Saura radar winds.
Since the recent upgrades to the Saura radar, it is even more flexible and advanced techniques can be applied that allow the observation of new parameters, which are partly used in this study to investigate the consistent underestimation of horizontal winds. Therefore, the methods used to derive winds for the Saura radar are revisited with the intention to generate a revised dataset of high reliability. This is particularly interesting as the temporal resolution of MF/HF radar winds used for scientific studies is typically in the order of 30-60 min, while the improved Saura winds appear to be useful down to a few minutes.
In earlier studies, mainly for VHF radar observations, the observed deviation of nominal beam pointing and detected scattering position is often referred to aspect sensitivity. The aspect sensitivity parameter θ s can be estimated from the spatial correlation method relating the FCA pattern scale, axial ratio and nominal beam width (see, e.g., Holdsworth and Reid 1995) . Furthermore, aspect sensitivity can be estimated by comparing the detected power of at least two radar beam positions of finite and known width pointing toward zenith and offzenith. (See, e.g., Hocking and Hocking 2007 , and references therein for aspect sensitivity and θ s parameter.) This implies that the observed structures show anisotropic and mirror-like scattering properties associated with fading signal strength toward larger off-zenith angles. For radars operated at the MF/HF range beam steering capabilities were and are still rare, therefore parameters of the spatial correlation wind estimation techniques were often used to investigate scattering properties. Adams et al. (1989) reported on the aspect sensitivity of MFradar backscatter and categorized the radar echoes into classes of anisotropic properties for positions near zenith and isotropic for positions of more than 6
• zenith angle for altitudes below 85 km. For this study, the aspect sensitivity was estimated from the observed variation of signal power with zenith angle. Lesicar and Hocking (1992) investigated the scattering properties in the Southern Hemisphere using the Buckland Park MF radar near Adelaide in Australia, using spectral width analysis and spatial correlation technique. The authors found an aspect sensitivity ranging from θ s = 6 • to 15 • for 70-100 km in a three year long data series. Furthermore, a seasonal dependency at lower altitudes (70-80 km), with minima in local winter, but almost constant aspect sensitivity above 80 km was observed. As we will show later, this is approximately the same altitude at which we see the largest changes in the radar echoes. On the basis of spatial correlation techniques, Lesicar et al. (1994) examined the dependence of aspect sensitivity at three different latitudes in the southern hemisphere in respect to the model assumption of prevailing ellipsoidal shaped turbulence cells. Additionally, the authors analyzed data from a vertical and offvertical beam experiment and found equivalent results.
As a consequence it is important to estimate the effective scattering position to obtain correct DBS wind magnitudes. The effective scattering position is a product of the polar diagram of backscatter of the individual scatterers as well as the polar diagrams of the transmit and receive antenna (see, e.g., Röttger 1980) . Later, Holdsworth and Reid (2004) exploited the beam steering capability of the same MF radar and analyzed the effective scattering positions using for example hybrid Doppler interferometry (HDI). In the HDI technique, the obtained scattering positions are used for the vertical and horizontal wind projection.
In the following section, the experimental setup and the radar properties are introduced which help to understand the applied methods. After this, standard Saura winds are compared to observations with the quasi colocated MST MAARSY radar, which is used as a reference for this study. We show Angle of Arrival statistics of 1-year observations for vertical and oblique beam pointing. Subsequently, we evaluate and present different wind estimation techniques followed by the currently optimal combination of techniques to derive a reliable wind field for the Saura radar. A discussion and conclusions are given in the latter part of this manuscript.
Experimental setup
During summer 2002, a versatile Doppler radar was installed close to the village Saura on the North Norwegian island Andøya ( 69.14 • N, 16.02 • E), its current characteristics are summarized in Table 1 . This radar is meant for improved studies of the polar middle atmosphere (Singer et al. 2008 ) with focus on the investigation of processes in the lowest part of the ionosphere, namely the D region, from approximately 60-95 km altitude. The lower ionosphere shows similar behavior to observations with its predecessor radar MF-Andenes operated at 1.98 MHz just 20 km north of Saura, which was used in several studies. The Saura radar performs observations throughout the year due to its relative low frequency and the sufficient amount of electron number density permitting radar backscatter. The lower boundary of the D region and thus the radar's coverage, however, is highly dependent on the ionization level at the given time, mainly controlled by the solar and geomagnetic activity. During periods of enhanced ionization in the D region, the Saura radar is capable of providing wind measurements down to 50 km altitude as we will show later in Fig. 8 , where in general no other instruments may provide winds of equivalent temporal and spatial coverage as well as resolution.
The specialty of the Saura radar is the large antenna array, which is comprised of 29 crossed antennas arranged in a Mills Cross configuration and annexed by two additional antennas. The latter are typically only used for reception in a spaced antenna configuration for the interferometric analysis of the detected signals. The comparably large antenna array, for a radar system operating in the medium frequency range, spreads well over 1 × 1 km and thus offers a good angular resolution with a minimum half-power beam width of 6.3 • and 6.6 • , respectively pointing boresight and 6.8 • off-vertical. Another example for such a large antenna array used for atmospheric science at such low frequencies is the Buckland Park MF radar and was described by Holdsworth and Reid (2004) . The arrangement of the Saura antenna array is shown in Fig. 1 , where antennas marked in red depict the receiving configuration used in this study. Each dipole of the crossed antennas in the array is connected to an individual transceiver module being adjustable in phase and providing 2 kW peak power each. This configuration provides radar beam steering capabilities as well as the generation of right and left circular polarization, respectively matching the ordinary and extraordinary magneto-ionic component, often abbreviated by O/X. The atmosphere is typically probed sequentially in vertical and four oblique directions (see Table 1 for details). With such characteristics, the versatile Saura radar is mainly used to derive the wind field in the mesosphere by applying Doppler Beam Swinging (DBS, see Woodman and Guillen 1974) or Spaced Antenna techniques (SA) applying the full correlation analysis method (FCA, see Briggs 1984; Vincent et al. 1987) . The temporal resolution of Saura radar winds depends on the chosen radar experiment settings at the given time. The individual experiments nowadays have a run time of roughly 4 min, 215 s for the vertical and 235 s for the multi-beam experiment including oblique soundings. The typical experiment sequence is scheduled as follows, one vertical followed by two multi-beam experiments, with a sequence length of 12 min. For this study, only single pulse experiments with 1 km pulse width are used to prevent potential code side lobe contamination at mesospheric heights generated by long range-coded high duty cycle signals on transmission scattered off the E region.
Besides measuring winds in the D region, the Saura radar is also used to estimate electron number densities by the interleaved sounding with both magneto-ionic components and applying Differential Absorption (DAE) and Differential Phase (DPE) measurements [see, e.g., Singer et al. 2011)] .
Since a major upgrade of the Saura radar in December 2015, the old analog acquisition system was changed to digital transceiver modules, sampling the intermediate frequency, accompanied with increased duty cycle as well as implementation of code functionality. At the same time the antenna combination and mapping to the receiver channels were modified in the way that 28 antennas out of the Mills Cross array, omitting the center and annexed Z1, Z2 antennas, are combined and connected to one receiver channel. This permits to connect the remaining receiver channels to individual antennas that can be used for interferometric purpose (see Fig. 1 ). Such spaced antenna configuration were and still are widely used for wide-beam MF radars mostly applying methods like FCA. However, the greater benefit for Saura is given by estimating the mean scattering position of the radar echoes in azimuth and zenith angle. This application of interferometric analysis is often called Angle of Arrival (AOA) and is widely used for various applications, like for specular meteor radars (see, e.g., Jones et al. 1998; Lau et al. 2006 ), but also in communication systems (Mailaender et al. 2011 ).
Comparison of Saura DBS and MAARSY PMSE winds
In this study, the evaluation of Saura horizontal winds is done by comparing them to winds derived by the MAARSY MST radar, which is located about 20 km north of Saura, observing polar mesospheric summer echoes (PMSE). These echoes are typically observed between 80 and 90 km altitude in the northern hemisphere due to the cold mesopause region (Lübken 1999) . These low temperatures allow the formation of ice particles, which are charged by ionization, reducing the diffusivity and thus allow Bragg scattering of VHF radio waves (Rapp and Lübken 2004) . PMSE were first seen and reported by Czechowsky et al. (1979) and have been widely investigated in the northern and southern hemisphere. Winds obtained from PMSE observations of MAARSY are generally very reliable as the targets are typically quite strong, and the minimum half-power beam width is only 3.6 • and contaminations from side lobes are normally sufficiently suppressed (see Latteck et al. 2012 , for further information about this radar). For both radars, the horizontal wind field and vertical wind field are calculated assuming the nominal beam pointing direction to be the same as the mean scattering positions. The MAARSY wind data of 300 m range resolution has been adapted to the Saura altitudinal and temporal resolution (median values) for this and the subsequent comparisons, which are 1 km and 12-4 min at best, respectively. For this analysis, we used the multi-beam experiment pointing toward zenith and four oblique beams toward θ = 6.8 • as listed in Table 1 and depicted in Fig. 3 for O-and X-mode. For each Saura experiment run the horizontal and vertical velocities are derived by a least-squares method, while for MAARSY the standard VEL output is used. For MAARSY the VEL output is basically generated by converting radial velocities and nominal beam pointing direction to vertical and horizontal wind components including averaging techniques. In a test we did not find significant differences between VEL and a least-squares fit as applied to the Saura data. Hence the already existing standard VEL output is used in the subsequent comparisons. For all comparison in this study, both time series are cleaned for outliers by a histogram method, which excludes data with less than 5% occurrence. The regression of the two data series is then done by applying the Deming method (see, e.g., Cornbleet and Gochman 1979) . This method belongs to the group of total least squares, and contrary to the standard least squares, it allows for individual errors in both series to find the best line fit. For July 2017, horizontal winds of Saura and MAARSY are depicted as correlograms in Fig. 2 . Equivalent results have been also found for the remaining months when PMSE can be observed, May to August 2017, as well as during the previous year, but are not shown here. The correlation between both dataset is pretty good ( r = 0.9 ), in particular with regard to the separation of 20 km between both systems, which actually probe a different volume as well as further geophysical differences like localized wave activity are not considered. Such effects were not seen in previous publications, but were certainly not that pronounced as hourly wind data was used. Besides the high correlation a significant and systematic deviation in the magnitudes is clearly seen. This underestimation of Saura DBS winds accounts for approximately 25% and will be investigated in the following.
Statistics of MF scattering positions
Since 2016/10/25 the antennas N4, Z1, Z2 are selected for interferometric purpose (see Fig. 1 ), forming an almost equilateral triangle of approximately 252 m baselines, complemented by its center N2. This configuration forms a star or "Y"-configuration that consists of in total six baselines in the sizes of 1.48 , 1.65 for the shortest baselines (N2-N4 and N2-Z1/N2-Z2) and 2.67 for the three longer baselines. The complex time series for each receiver pair combination is averaged for the experiment runtime to derive reliable phase differences. These averaged phase differences along the individual baselines are attributed to the length and their orientation to estimate the dominant (mean) position of the scattering structure, which is the same principle as Lau et al. (2006) described for the individual time series samples observing meteor echoes. The angular position of the scattered signal are estimated applying a least-squares inversion. The covered angular range of this antenna configuration using only the longest baselines reaches 14.4 • off the nominal beam pointing direction. The nominal beam pointing can be vertical (zenith) or off-vertical depending on the actual experiment settings. For off-vertical pointing directions, the complex raw data can also be re-phased to cover a symmetric area around zenith. Incorporating the shorter baselines the angular coverage extends to almost 25 • . We call these estimated positions quasi-unambiguous as of course positions outside the angular coverage will be aliased. A discussion of ambiguous AOA positions is given in Appendix 1 of this manuscript.
The detected average scattering positions for 65-85 km altitude are shown in Fig. 3 for almost 1 year of continuous data of DBS measurements into five beam directions using ordinary and extraordinary polarization. A similar distribution is also seen when the closely spaced antennas E2, E3 and Z2 are used, which give a larger angular range, but due to coupling effects of the antennas, this configuration is not preferred. For each beam pointing • zenith angle direction in total approximately 100,000 valid scattering positions were analyzed with 0.2 • angular resolution for the shown beam integrated count rates. Besides using a signal-to-noise criteria, no further selection of the time series data has been applied here before estimating the mean Angle of Arrival (MAOA). The average position of the scattering structures of the whole dataset are estimated after fitting a 2D Gaussian function, which for this purpose should agree well enough to the observed shape of the distribution.
The average scattering location for the vertical beam corresponds well to the nominal zenith position, which underlines a suitable phase calibration is used for the MAOA estimation. For the oblique beam positions the scattering center seems to be near θ = 5.1 • instead of the nominal beam pointing direction of θ = 6.8 • , which corresponds to an aspect sensitivity of θ s = 8 • .
The enhanced intensity of the vertical compared to the oblique beam directions (Fig. 3) , is caused by higher individual count rate. In particular at the lower altitudes, radar echoes are often seen in the vertical beam only, but not in oblique beams. The scatter around the individual center position is in the order of ±2 • (half intensity), so there is also a minor aggregation of scatter points from the four oblique beams at the vertical position. The distribution of scattering positions for the oblique beams appears to be wider spread along the zenith angle than along the azimuth. For the vertical beam a slight deformation from circular to an oval shape is notable for the normalized count rates between 0.5 and 0.8. With the same orientation toward nearly northern and southern directions, additional scatter can be seen at approximately θ = 7.5 • . This deformation is caused by the side lobes formed along the antenna array orientation ( 11.2 • off north), that seems to be pronounced for the north and south array arms. Though, this still needs to be investigated, but indications for this additional scatter were found for the presence of particle precipitation events.
Recent maintenance to Saura did not reveal any technical reason for the observed deviation of scattering and nominal beam position, but confirmed appropriate phase offset between the individual transmitter modules and antennas to steer the radar beam to the designated directions. In agreement with the previously mentioned studies, we therefore refer this deviation to aspect sensitivity or other forms of variability of the scattering structures and needs to be considered for the wind processing.
Applied wind estimation methods
The relatively large antenna array aperture of Saura results in a sufficiently small beam width that Doppler beam swinging methods (DBS) can be applied to measure radial velocities for certain beam pointing directions.
For the oblique beams, the nominal half-power one-way beam width of the Saura radar is in the order of 6.3 • using the entire array of 29 antennas. The radial velocities can be derived by using a) the spectral moments, b) fitting an adequate function (e.g., Gaussian-like) to the time series spectra or c) fitting the slope of the autocorrelation function, where for Saura the spectral methods give best results.
DBS measurements have been performed most of the operation time since the radar was built in 2002. Only few interruptions of this operation scheme occurred for special campaigns like dedicated meteor observations or maintenance. Having this rich dataset in mind, there is a huge interest in not only applying new techniques for recent operations, but also retrospectively adapt or improve the already collected data.
Generally, if a scattering structure exist within the illuminated area near the beam pointing direction, the DBS technique offers maximum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as the entire antenna array is used on transmission and reception. Until now, typically no correction for the effective scattering position was applied for Saura.
DBS winds including MAOA correction
The combination of the obtained radial velocities and nominal beam pointing directions allows the estimation of the horizontal and vertical wind vectors. This processing may be combined with averaging techniques in time and range (altitude) to reduce the variability. Holdsworth and Reid (2004) applied full correlation analysis (FCA) and also DBS techniques in combination with MAOA and post-statistic steering (PSS, see, e.g., Kudeki and Woodman 1990) to investigate the effects of the effective beam pointing to wind measurements. Similar experiments have now been conducted with Saura mainly to correct for the observed scattering positions.
In the previous section we have shown the statistical positions of the scattering structures seen with Saura for one year between 65 and 85 km altitude. For all oblique beams transmitted to 6.8 • zenith angles, most of the echoes are detected at around 5.1 • (see Fig. 3 ). The azimuthal positions agrees pretty well to the nominal positions within one degree and only slightly affects the magnitude of the estimated horizontal winds. However, the displacement to near-zenith positions introduces a significant underestimation of horizontal winds if the nominal beam positions are used for the conversion.
As for Saura DBS experiments basically the entire antenna array is used for transmission and reception, we therefore need to superimpose this average statistical position of θ = 5.1 • with the nominal beam position of θ = 6.8 • , including the beam width, to estimate the effective scattering position of θ ≈ 5.6 • . The use of this superimposed instead of the nominal position results in an increase of about 25% in horizontal wind magnitudes and thus shows a much better agreement to the MAARSY PMSE winds. This correction is especially interesting and useful to correct older data for which no AOA information is available.
Obviously, this method is only statistically giving the correct result, but might not necessarily be optimal for a specific period of time given the observed spread in the detected scattering positions. For this reason we now use the instantaneous MAOA positions instead of the average annual position of the scatterers for a given DBS experiment run, typically covering 4 min. In the case of too large angular separation ( 10 • ) between the instantaneous MAOA and the statistical scattering position, the earlier is assumed to be faulty and the statistical position is used in the further processing. This method allows smaller variations around the statistical position to be accounted for, but rejects presumably error-prone larger offsets that occur for low SNR or interference situations. For situations in which the individual detected radial velocities and beam positions don't match, there won't be results in the least-squares-fit matrix conversion. With this, a few artifacts that are seen at times in the statistical correction at the lowermost altitudes are now mostly removed. Similar effects are often seen at higher altitudes typically above 85 km. Similar to Fig. 2 , the horizontal winds applying statistical and instantaneous MAOA corrections are again correlated with the MAARSY PMSE data. Both datasets show equivalent scatter with a correlation factor of r = 0.88 and r = 0.9 for the statistical and instantaneous MAOA approach, respectively. The data for the instantaneous MAOA correction of the scattering position for July 2017 is shown in Fig. 4 . The meridional Saura wind of this approach seems to be still underestimated, while the zonal wind is slightly larger than the MAARSY winds. On average, for both horizontal components, we find a regression slope of 0.97, so the earlier magnitude offset between the radars is mostly eliminated.
Imaging Doppler Interferometry -IDI4
In the previous section, we highlighted the need to correct for the scattering position of the observed radar targets by an either statistical or preferably instantaneous value. This correction is done for every beam pointing direction for one experiment run, of typically 4 min duration. The imaging Doppler interferometry technique (IDI) actually advances this idea as not only one dominant scattering position is derived, but multiple scatterers are assumed to contribute to the observed spectra. The complex cross-spectra of at least three separated antennas are split into individual frequency bins, which are treated as radial velocities for which corresponding scattering positions can be calculated by interferometric means. This allows for mapping radial velocity distributions corresponding to their location. Calculating the scattering structures within IDI is similar to the AOA approach, not using correlation phases, but the phases of cross-spectral bins of the chosen antenna pairs in respect to their geometry.
IDI has been introduced by Adams et al. (1986 Adams et al. ( , 1989 ) and revisited its application some years later by Palmer et al. (1995 Palmer et al. ( , 1996 for VHF radars as well as for HF/MF radars (Brosnahan and Adams 1993; Meek and Manson 1987; Roper and Brosnahan 1997) . Besides Palmer et al. (1995 Palmer et al. ( , 1996 applying IDI techniques to the narrow beam MST MU radar, IDI was more often applied to wide-beam MF radars. These radars illuminate large portions of the D region with more than 100 km diameter at the time for 85 km altitude. Contrary to these radars, the illuminated area for the Saura radar is normally just 9 km wide, so we preferably use the DBS experiments with five interleaved beam positions and both magneto-ionic modes (O/X). Doing so, we increase the illuminated area and with this the total amount of observed scattering structures.
The IDI method used in this study for Saura data bases on the descriptions given by Palmer et al. (1995) , but applying additional integration of complex time series or spectra and frequency decimation. For the five-beam scan experiment, we typically apply two spectral integrations and a subsequent frequency decimation by four to reduce the uncertainties of the individual points. For experiments with a large number of data points per beam, e.g., pointing exclusively toward zenith, a high spectral resolution and frequency span is available. In these cases it often appeared to be advantageous to utilize coherent integrations at first, but the resulting Nyquist frequency must permit the existing radial velocities to avoid aliasing. In addition, we clean the data by rejecting potentially erroneous scattering positions caused by ambiguous cross-spectral phases. The doubtful data points are detected as their radial velocity and associated detected zenith angle would exceed a horizontal velocity of 175 m/s. The weighting as described in Palmer et al. (1996) does not appear to be critical for the Saura. We, however, discard noisy data and with this unreliable scattering positions by applying a minimum SNR threshold of 3 to 6 dB to reject presumably unreliable bins of the cross-spectra.
In our experiments we favorably use four antennas in a "Y"-configuration to derive reliable positions of the scattering structures and abbreviated this approach by IDI4. Similar to the AOA estimations, described in "Statistics of MF scattering positions" section, we may resolve an angular range of up to 25
• off the nominal beam pointing using the shortest baselines. In this earlier section we have shown the statistical scatter positions (MAOA) using the same antenna configuration (see Fig. 3 ). The typical spread of the scatterers is in the order of about ±2 • around their center position, while for off-vertical beam pointing directions a systematic offset toward zenith was observed. With this knowledge we may claim that for such conditions practically all scattering positions will be within our angular coverage.
During July 2017 we also conducted a special experiment pointing the radar beam to θ = 13.6 • similar to the standard DBS experiment with θ = 6.8 • . Besides the two DBS experiments consisting of five beam directions each with O-and X-mode a vertical only O/X experiment was interleaved in the standard Saura measuring sequence. This vertical beam only experiment can also be used for IDI4 techniques, however, as the scattering structures seen with this experiment are pretty close to zenith, the spectra are rather narrow due to the small radial velocities. Naturally, the error for the horizontal projection of scattering positions near zenith is much larger than for oblique beams. Nonetheless, applying accurate phase calibration of the antenna-receiver combination still allow wind estimations, especially if they are used in combination with oblique beam data to reject error-prone estimations. Combining all three experiments will not only improve the temporal resolution down to 4 min but also provides better coverage at lower altitudes. For almost the same experiment runtime, the vertical experiment provides more pulses for that distinct direction than it is the case for the five-beam experiment, which also includes the vertical direction.
For sufficient signal strength and a minimum number of 20 detected individual scattering structures IDI4 shows realistic wind structures and magnitudes. This is still true for the upper altitudes, where the classical DBS approach often fails due to the large number of concurring scattering structures, including meteors.
The comparison of IDI4 winds to MAARSY PMSE winds for July 2017 is depicted in Fig. 5 . The correlation is equivalent to the standard and the previous methods with r = 0.88 , while the scatter appears to be larger. The IDI4 winds seem to have slightly larger amplitudes than the MAARSY winds with a linear regression slope of about 1.1 on average. Similarly to the DBS with instantaneous MAOA results, the meridional wind appears to be smaller than the zonal wind in comparison with MAARSY.
Combining methods to generate a reliable wind field
Both presented methods, DBS including instantaneous MAOA correction and IDI4, show better agreement with the MAARSY wind data. However, both show different altitudinal coverage and should be combined properly for best performance. For a more explicit comparison we compared both Saura wind datasets for 2 km altitude bins to derive their correlation and the linear least-squares regression. Figure 6 depicts the altitudinal resolved results as well as the averaged values for all available heights indicated as dashed lines between 65 and 70km in the three left panels and the mean wind and standard deviation of both methods in the right panel. The largest correlation is found between 75 and 92 km, which supports the previous use of MAARSY PMSE winds at 80 to 90 km altitude as a suitable reference. From the slope of the fitted linear function, we can see that for most heights the IDI4 winds are slightly larger than the DBS results. Below 77 km the slopes of both horizontal wind components deviate, which is to some extent a matter of the prevailing summer wind situation and primarily caused by the rather weak meridional component. IDI4 appears to deliver fairly reliable winds for the entire range, but especially above 75 km. Multiple scattering structures generate severely broadened spectra at altitudes above 80 km, for which in the DBS method often only the mean radial velocity and mean scattering position may be estimated. Depending on the intensity of the individual scattering structures and their superposition, the radial velocities and for correction purpose more importantly the MAOA positions are likely error-prone. At the lowermost ranges the coverage of IDI4 is inferior to DBS, likely caused by the lesser SNR as only four instead of 28 antennas are used on reception, but also due to the prevailing narrow spectra at lower altitudes. Making use of more individual antennas, ideally sampling every antenna of the array, Fig. 6 Comparison of Saura DBS winds using instantaneous MAOA positions and IDI4 winds for 2 km altitude resolution during July 2017. The correlation and linear regression results are shown in the left and the two centered panels, respectively. For most heights a slope <1 indicates that larger amplitudes are seen for IDI4 than in the DBS winds. Larger intercept values may indicate biases within the methods, which is not seen here. The vertical dashed lines depict the mean for data taken from all heights. Noteworthy, upper heights have a better coverage than at 70 km. For reference, the mean wind and standard deviation for both horizontal components are shown in the right panel would provide similar total SNR. Additionally, plenty of individual baselines would be available, improving the localization of the scatterer, if cross-correlation phases are unwrapped correctly or other suitable techniques are used. At these altitudes below 75 km, it is advantageous to apply DBS methods including the instantaneous MAOA positions of the scatterer. Figure 7 shows the individual wind results applying DBS with instantaneous MAOA correction as well as IDI4 winds for 3 to 5 July 2017. At altitudes above 90 km gaps are seen for DBS, while IDI4 is still performing well. For example, the tidal structures are preserved especially for the meridional component.
As a final product for further studies, we therefore generate a common wind field from both techniques. The higher altitudes are dominated by IDI4 (2:1 weight), while the lower altitudes are the average of DBS and IDI4, if both provide data. The different weighting for the upper altitudes is implemented as the already MAOA corrected DBS winds still seem to be fairly underestimated as only the dominating scattering position is derived. The combined wind is shown for the July period in the lower panel of Fig. 7 as well as in Fig. 8 for a similar window in September 2017. The structures in the zonal wind component of the IDI4 and DBS July data appear to be rather bulky at higher altitudes, which is not seen in the meridional component and in the September data. The latter period is of special interest as the middle atmosphere was characterized by a high ionization level due to the major solar and geomagnetic activity around 5th and 11th September. This interesting situation allowed wind measurements with Saura showing reasonable tidal structures from 95 km down to 52 km altitude.
For the period of 1 to 25 July 2017, we also derived the power spectral density for the horizontal and vertical components of the combined dataset to underline its usefulness. For this, the combined wind data have been interpolated to a regular temporal grid using a polynomial fit as well as for existing short gaps ( < 1 h). The integration of five individual spectra generated for a 5-day window time series of horizontal and vertical wind each is depicted in Fig. 9 . For both shown altitude regions, 
Discussion
This study has been stimulated by the improved interferometric capabilities of the Saura radar using multiple receivers to estimate the actual positions of the radar signal scatterers. Improved beam positions may help to correct the underestimated horizontal winds of the Saura radar as found in comparisons to MAARSY winds obtained from PMSE observations. MAARSY PMSE winds using the DBS method with a minimum half-power beam width of 3.6 • are assumed to be highly reliable and the errors in the winds should be negligible as long as sufficiently strong signals are used. This is especially true for this study where the highly resolved PMSE winds are used as a reference for 80-90 km altitude and are then adapted to the coarse altitudinal and temporal resolution of Saura. Contrary to our argumentation in this study regarding MF radar wind measurements, anisotropic scattering like aspect sensitivity should generally not play a role in PMSE winds as long as the scattering structures are volume filling, which has been shown by Sommer et al. (2016) . This especially holds, of course, for the statistical monthly analysis done here, where the in principle randomly distributed PMSE structures are sufficiently long observed. For that reason, no aspect sensitivity correction has been applied to the PMSE winds, which would actually intensify the MAARSY winds even more. From this current point of view, we rule out potential error sources in the PMSE winds. Both systems, however, do not exactly probe the same volume as they are separated by 20 km, which might introduce recognizable differences in the measurements, but the south beams of MAARSY basically overlap with the northern beams of Saura. Therefore, we assume the Saura winds are most likely underestimated in the methods applied until now.
The probable and reasonable cause are the positions and the properties of scatterers seen by the Saura radar. Analyzing 1-year of raw data with interferometric means we found the dominant scattering positions at 5.1±2
• instead of nominal beam pointing at 6.8
• off-zenith. Variations of the scattering positions may occur due to inhomogeneities of the radio refractive index in the horizontal and vertical direction and their superposition. Within the radar volume various forms of tilted, corrugated or spherical shell layers, equivalently illustrated by Meek and Manson (1992) , may exist. Localized turbulence that generates highly efficient scattering structures and different vertical thickness of the layers as well as particle precipitation events modify scattering properties. All of these phenomena will modify the straightlined wave propagation.
As the derived statistical positions for one year of data are still rather distinct, the cause seems to be regular and persistent. The spread of the detected positions originates from the beam width and short term random variabilities, though. A turbulence model of nonuniform scattering properties, e.g., more anisotropic behavior at the edges and isotropic turbulence in the center of a distinct layer was proposed by Hocking (1989) ; Woodman and Chu (1989) , causing refractive index fluctuations that would explain some of the observed effects. Enhanced spectral width at altitudes above 80 km and a high number of detected scatterers with IDI techniques are certainly an indicator of enhanced turbulence, but a rather equivalent offset between the nominal beam directions and the detected scattering positions is also seen at lower altitudes, where the spectra are very narrow. Therefore, the observed anisotropy is at least not exclusively caused by turbulence scattering, but likely to some extent is also related to specular scattering, which was also quoted by Hocking and Röttger (2001) and references within. In a future study, the temporal evolution and altitudinal variability of the scattering positions throughout the year will be investigated. Analyzing additional beam pointing directions with larger zenith angle as well as the relation to turbulence and ionization level might give additional information to characterize and clarify the observations done so far. Holdsworth and Reid (2004) studied the influence of aspect sensitivity to MF radar wind measurements by estimating the scattering positions. For a 11-day campaign with the Buckland Park MF radar applying DBS and HDI methods, they also found a clear separation of the nominal beam position and the detected scattering positions, referring to as effective beam positions ( θ nom = 13 • , θ eff = 9.5 • ). This distinct offset equals θ s = 7.7 • and is similar to what was found in our study for the Saura radar for which an aspect sensitivity of θ s = 8 • can be attributed. They also found equivalent aspect sensitivity in the pattern scale parameter of FCA for the period of July 1996 to September 2003.
Instead of using direct MAOA methods, typically using just a few antennas, the authors proposed to apply HDI, post statistics beam forming, to find the effective beam pointing due to better SNR. This suggestion bases on the idea of ideally making use of all antennas available in the array, re-phasing the individual subarrays data to steer the beam on reception to different positions searching for the maximum echo power. This method will certainly work for an antenna array split into a sufficient number of rather small antenna subarrays that are connected to individual receiver channels. For HDI a compromise between the size and number of subarrays needs to be found to have enough resolution without generating too large grating lobes. Promising results are shown for the BPMF in the review paper by Reid (2015) displaying the scatter between the nominal off-vertical beam pointing and zenith using 2 min HDI estimates as MAOA. This technique is potentially also advantageous for momentum flux studies with the Saura radar. The application of HDI techniques to the Saura radar making use of at least eight individual antennas will be investigated and evaluated in future.
For altitudes above 85 km we found times, when the DBS method does not provide wind estimates. For this altitude the Saura radar beam width roughly corresponds to a radar volume cylinder of 9 km diameter and typically 1 km height, neglecting certainly existing side lobes. Several individual concurring scatterer exist within this large volume with a typical high electron number density of about 10 9 el/m 3 and sufficiently large gradients. For a given time, a set of scattering structures are superimposed in the observed time series and thus contribute to the spectra, but do not necessarily belong to the nominal beam pointing direction. During these occasions the standard wind output and the statistical AOA corrected version often do not show reliable results as either too small or no wind values are derived. Too large amplitudes in the vertical wind component are a good indicator for such situations. As another complication, the side lobe attenuation is rather poor for the Saura antenna array, partially −6 dB at worst. Efficient scatter may be picked up from the sides and related to wrong altitudes for classical DBS methods without interferometric support. Under most conditions the side lobe attenuation is not a problem, however, meteors are often detected far off the nominal beam pointing. For the case of using instantaneous scattering positions, these effects are not that pronounced as either reliable dominant positions are detected or the data of an unsuitable combination of radial velocities and scattering positions is discarded (see Figs. 7 and 8 for examples).
The idealized, but typically applicable scheme of well defined radar volume is also severely distorted during particle precipitation events, which occur frequently in geomagnetic active times at polar latitudes (see Renkwitz and Latteck 2017 , for corresponding Saura observations). Multiple angularly wide spread scattering structures occur during these times, that contribute to the detected spectra. Such broad spectra, however, are very useful for IDI techniques, which are capable to attribute radial velocities to a number of individual scattering positions. For that reason our IDI4 implementation shows much better results for the higher altitudes than DBS methods. Therefore, they will certainly also agree much better to specular meteor radar winds, for which Wilhelm et al. (2017) found generally too small magnitudes in the Saura data until 2014. A revision of this study for the improved Saura winds available since the upgrades in 2015 is recommended.
At lower altitudes the spectra are much narrower most of the times and with that only few scattering positions are detected near the nominal position. Therefore, it proved to be advantageous for the Saura to preferably apply IDI4 to oblique beam measurements showing reasonable wind structure and magnitudes in comparison with MAARSY PMSE winds. Whereas due to the lower SNR, the lower most altitudes are not as good covered by IDI as it is with DBS applying AOA corrections.
Both DBS wind methods show high correlations to PMSE winds observed by the MAARSY radar ( r = 0.9 ), while for IDI4 the correlation factor is just negligibly smaller ( r = 0.88 ). For best results and coverage a combined dataset is generated by DBS including instantaneous MAOA positions for the lower altitudes and IDI4 predominantly for the higher altitudes. This combined dataset shows reasonable magnitudes as well as coherent tidal structures and appears to be very reliable.
Another indicator as a figure of merit, wind power spectral densities are calculated for July 1-25, 2017 for the combining data (see Fig. 9 ). Here, five spectra of each 5-day window time series of zonal and meridional winds are integrated. The diurnal and semidiurnal tides as well as the characteristic slopes of f −1 to f −5/3 for structures generated by turbulence from the inertial frequency down to the smallest resolved scales are seen. The slope for the lower altitude window (70-80 km) roughly follows f −1 , while the upper altitudes (80-90 km) are closer to a f −5/3 slope. The slope for the vertical wind appears to be flat for larger scales, but steepens for periods below 2 h. Equivalent to our upper altitude window, Hoffmann et al. (2010) have shown spectra with a slope of f −5/3 for 82 km altitude as well as 24 h and 12 h tidal peaks in hourly horizontal FCA winds observed by the former MF-Andenes radar, at almost the same location, for each quarter in 2008. In agreement to these findings, Sato et al. (2017) have recently presented summer wind spectra for PMSE heights (84-88 km) in Antarctica following a f −5/3 slope for the horizontal winds, while the vertical winds follow f −1 .
Conclusions
In the standard wind analysis used for the Saura radar until now, it was always assumed that nominal beam pointing direction and the actual scattering position are identical. However, in a recent study consistently too small horizontal wind magnitudes were found in comparison with MAARSY PMSE winds. As a potential cause the deviation of the scattering position from the nominal beam pointing direction was speculated.
With the modernization of Saura in late 2014, interferometric methods can be applied for all experiments without intervention to the radar. With these new capabilities, the scattering positions can be estimated for each experiment and were finally analyzed for one year of data. In this study we found dominant scattering positions shifted toward zenith, typically referred to aspect sensitivity, for which we calculated θ s = 8 • on average, which is in agreement to other publications applying similar techniques. We, however, also attribute the spread of the scattering positions to short term variability of the scattering structures itself like their shape, orientation and of course the superposition of multiple structures within the radar volume as well as occurring meteor events.
The underestimation of Saura winds in the classical DBS method is revised by applying the effective beam position from the statistical or preferably instantaneous scattering position, for every 4-min experiment run. Improvements are seen at lower heights near the SNR threshold for DBS using AOA corrected scattering positions, in the presence of noise spikes or interference. At higher altitudes, e.g., above 85 km, multiple concurring scatterer exist, that can be properly treated by IDI techniques using four antennas in a "Y"-configuration.
Furthermore, the high temporal resolution of 4 min for IDI is particularly interesting, however the variability seen within such cadence and its reliability needs to be investigated and proven.
Another major advantage of IDI is the immunity to unusual broad spectra as seen during particle precipitation events that frequently occur at polar latitudes during geomagnetic distorted times. For such situations the DBS approach often leads to a faulty wind estimation as radial velocity components are unintentionally attributed to wrong (higher) altitudes and multiple spectral peaks cannot be treated correctly. Finally a combined dataset has been generated employing the AOA corrected DBS method for the lower and IDI for the higher altitudes. This combined dataset shows reasonable wind structures with magnitudes equivalent to MAARSY PMSE winds as well as high correlations of r = 0.9.
After all, the methods presented here cope with the horizontal wind underestimation and we have shown the benefit in combining DBS and IDI methods to generate a reliable wind field. For older data where no interferometric capabilities were available, the statistical scattering positions to correct DBS winds should be used for potential re-analysis.
Unambiguous angle of arrival (AOA) positions may be derived by triangle antenna configuration with baseline lengths or differences of baseline length smaller than 0.5 . It has to be noted that for the analysis in this manuscript the derived scattering positions are not unambiguous per se for the chosen antenna configuration (N2, N4, Z1, Z2), but there are normally another six solutions for the positions possible. We show two examples with nominal position and ambiguous positions in Fig. 10 and list them in Table 2 . These positions have been calculated considering 2 π phase ambiguity and 1 • uncertainty of the individual antenna phases. These examples show, that other existing solutions are separated by about 50 • from the nominal position.
Nevertheless, we stated throughout the manuscript, that we are able to derive the quasi-unambiguous positions of the scatterers. This assumption bases on the knowledge that the scatterers are well localized within about ±2 • off the center scatter position as shown in Fig. 3 . Most of the spread is associated with the 6.3 • beam width of the transmit radiation pattern. An equivalent distribution of the scattering positions is also seen when using the closely spaced antennas E2, E3, Z2 forming an isosceles triangle of 0.74 (see Fig. 1 for reference) and thus offering a larger unambiguous angular range, which supports our assumption.
One exception for which this assumption certainly does not hold is the observation of meteors. Meteors may be detected with Saura far off the nominal beam position as the radiation via the existing side lobes on transmission is still sufficient for the efficient scattering mechanism. 
